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Abstract 

Nowadays, the development of Earth observation systems in
volving multiple satellites and multiple ground stations al
lows Lo satisfy in parallel many observation requests formu
lated by end-users. One difficulty though is that in this con
text, the mission planning system must often manage various 
kinds of observation requests (one-shot requests, periodic re
quests, etc.), and various kinds of requirements over each re
quest (collect data as quickly as possible, download data only 
towards specific stations, transmit stereoscopic observations 
during the same downlink window, etc.). This paper intro
duces a generic approach to deal with such complex requests, 
based on so-called modes, where each mode explicitly defines 
a set of observation and download activities that allows are
quest to be fulfilled. The goals arc then to select a subset of 
requests among the candidate ones, Lo select a mode for each 
of these requests, and to schedule ail activities covered by the 
selected modes. For this, the paper first introduces a MILP 

mode! and then a fast incomplete search procedure based on 
iterative request insertion and plan repair. The experiments 
performed show that the approach scales well on realistic in
stances involving 16 or 32 satellites. 

1 Introduction 

In this paper, we consider an Earth observation system under 
development that will be composed of about 30 satellites, 
one objective being to decrease the duration between two 
possible successive visits of a given ground area. The system 
will receive observation requests coming from several end
users, some ofwhich might have their own reception stations 
in addition to the main ground station facilities. For this new 
system, a key point concerns the development of a mission 
planning tool taking as an input a set of candidate imaging 
requests and returning as an output a mission plan for each 
satellite over the next time period. 

Severa! techniques were proposed in the last decade to de
fine such an observation selection and scheduling tool for 
a satellite constellation. Sorne authors proposed to use a 
unique global optimization problem to define the activities 
of the satellites. Such approaches are based on Branch &

Price (Han et al. 2018-12-01; Hu 2019) or MILP (Kim et al. 

2019; Xiao et al. 2019). Severa! local search based meth
ods were also tested such as tabu search (Bianchessi et al. 
2007), evolutionary algorithms (Wang et al. 2015; Eddy 
and Kochenderfer 2020), or simulated annealing (Vongsan
tivanich et al. 2018). Pareto Search is also considered when 
multiple objective functions must be optimized (Sun 2012; 
Li and Li 2019). Other approaches explicitly identify on one 
hand an assignment problem that consists in determining the 
satellite that should be used to perform a given request, and 
on the other hand a scheduling problem that consists in or
dering ail activities assigned to a given satellite. For the as
signment part, a first approach selects at each step an ob
servation task that maximizes a given scoring fonction and 
assigns this task to a satellite whose workload is the low
est (Dishan et al. 2013). Another approach assigns tasks 
to satellites based on randomized heuristics that take into 
account various features (size of the observation windows, 
Nadir position, etc.), and couples this process with an Adap
tive Large Neighborhood Search (ALNS) that uses destroy 
and repair operations to try and decrease the number of un
scheduled tasks (He et al. 2018). A last approach assigns 
each task to the satellite that offers the highest scheduling 
success probability according to a neural network success 
prediction mode!, and then performs tabu search to build a 
plan from the task assignment strategy (Du et al. 2020). Fi
nally, strategies for on-line planning have also been studied. 
An approach consists in using heuristics for measuring the 
difficulty of inserting an observation in the plan of a given 
satellite (He et al. 2019). 

With regards to these previous works, one issue is that 
for the system under development that we consider, the cen
tral mission planner must be able to deal with observation 
requests that are more complex than those encountered in 
the literature. More specifically, this planner must be able to 
deal with several kinds of requests that are relevant for the 
end-users, including standard one-shot simple observation 
requests, one-shot stereoscopic requests (two observations 
of a given ground area, using a forward and a backward 
pointing respectively), periodic imaging requests (observa
tion every X hours over a given area), periodic and stereo
scopic imaging requests, etc.

The mission planning system to define must also deal with 
various constraints and preferences on the way observation 
and data downlink should be performed. For instance, there 

 



might be constraints on the choice of reception stations for 
downloading collected data. Also, for stereoscopic requests 
requiring two observations, there might be a need to down
load the two associated data files during the same downlink 
window. As a result, in addition to standard constraints hold
ing on each individual activity, there can be constraints hold
ing over several activities composing a given request. The 
same remark holds for preferences in the sense that there 
might be preferences holding on individual activities (e.g., 
preference related to cloud cover conditions) or preferences 
holding on multiple activities (preference for a minimum 
temporal distance between observation and data transmis
sion, preference for the smallest deviation from the periocl 
for a periodic observation request, etc.). 

One contribution of this paper in the frame of Earth Ob
servation Satellites (EOSs) consists in the use of so-called 
request modes to manage such a variety of requirements. 
Basically, each mode corresponds to a set of observation 
and download activities that allow to cover a given request 
white satisfying the request observation and download con
straints. To cover complex preferences, a reward is also as
sociated with each mode to measure the quality of service 
obtained for the request with that mode. This reward can 
aggregate features related to cloud cover forecast or pref
erences over the temporal distance between activities cov
ered by the mode. One key advantage of this approach is that 
instead of having to explicitly manage user constraints and 
preferences, the generic global planning system only needs 
to reason about the modes and the constraints expressing the 
physical capabilities of each satellite (kinematic constraints 
and resource constraints). Doing so, it is easy to integrate 
new kinds of requests if needed during the lifetime of the 
system, without changing the core mission planner. 

The basic idea of using modes for describing alternatives 
to carry out an activity is not new in the scheduling domain. 
For instance, in Multi-mode Resource Constraint Scheduling 
Problems (MRCPSP (Talbot 1982; Coelho and Vanhoucke 
2015)), the goal is to schedule a set of activities over a set 
of machines that have limited capacities, given that each ac
tivity has a set of possible modes. Each mode requires using 
a subset of the machines during a certain duration and with 
a certain consumption level for each machine. In MRCPSP, 
the activities to perform are however not as complex as ob
servation requests encountered for EOSs. In another direc
tion, the concept of switch groups recently introduced for 
the Mars 2020 mission also allows to defined several ways 
of performing an activity (Agrawal et al. 2021 ). Each switch 
group consists of a set of execution alternatives that con
sume more or less time and resources and that are more or 
Jess preferred, and switch groups can be very quickly used 
onboard to adapt the plan to the real context. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
describes the problem considered and formalizes the request 
modes. Section 3 defines a MILP mode) for this problem. 
Section 4 introduces a fast incomplete search strategy based 
on iterative request insertion and plan repair. Section 5 pro
vides experimental results on scenarios involving heteroge
neous requests to be performed by 16 or 32 satellites. Sec
tion 6 gives some perspectives for this work. 

2 Problem description 

We consider a constellation of Low Earth Orbit satellites 
that can perform observations and download collected data 
to ground reception stations. The optical instrument and the 
data emission antenna are body-mounted on each satellite, 
meaning that during each observation, a satellite must be 
pointed to the associated ground target, and during a data 
download activity, it must be pointed to a reception sta
tion. As a result, acquisition and data transfer cannot be per
fonned in parallel. In the following, we denote by S the set 
of satellites, and the objective is to plan the activities of the 
satellites over a temporal horizon [O, H]. 

2.1 Observation requests 

At a given planning phase, the mission centre considers a 
set of observation requests R. Each request r E R is as
sociated with a specific ground area. Satisfying a request 
means ( I) performing observations over the corresponding 
ground area based on the available observation opportuni
ties, (2) downloading observation data towards ground re
ception stations based on the available download opportuni
ties. As explained Iater, we consider a set of alternatives to 
decompose each request into basic observation and down
load activities, each alternative being referred to as a mode 
(more details below). 

2.2 Observation opportunities 

For each satellite s E S, there is a set of observation oppor
tunities O., over relevant ground targets. Each observation 
oppmtunity o E Os is defined by: 

• a window [Start0 , End0] during which the ground target
is visible from satellite s;

• an observation duration l:,,.0 E]O, Endo - Starto];

• a download duration 00 E ]R+, representing the time re
quired for downloading data collected during opportunity
o if the latter is used;

• a memory usage Mem0 E N, representing the memory
space used by the data collected if an observation is actu
ally performed during opportunity o.

2.3 Download opportunities 

For each satellites ES, there is a set of download opportu
nities V8 • Each download opportunity d E V., corresponds
to a time window [Startd , Endd ] during which data can be 
transmitted to a ground reception station. 

2.4 Past observations 

The activities of satellites are regularly planned over a 
rolling horizon. At a given step, for each satellite s E S, 
there exists a set of past observations P., that are stored on
board but not downloaded to a ground station yet. These past 
observations must be taken into account when planning the 
activities of the satellites over the next scheduling period. 
Each past observation o E Ps is defined by: 

• a download duration 00 E ]R+ , representing the time re
quired for downloading o;

 



• a memory usage lvlem0 E N, representing the memo.ry
space used for storing o onboard the satell ite.

2.5 Requests modes 

We now describe the l i nk  between observation requests, ob
servation opp011unities, download opp011unities, and past 
obst;rvations . Bas ical ly, for each observation request r E R, 
there exists a set of candidate modes Mr . Each mode rep
resents an alternative for completing request r. A mode is a 
set of pairs ( o, d) where : 

• o is an observation opportunity or a past observation con
tributing to request r ;

• d is  a download opportun ity t o  b e  used for downloading
data associated with o (with the assumption that d is asso
c iated with the same satellite as o) .

More formal ly, each mode m E M
r is a set of pairs (o, d) E 

U
s E S 

( (Os U Ps ) x V.., ) ,  with the assumption that an obser
vation opportunity or a past observation o does not appear 
more than once in a single mode (contra.rily to a download 
opp011unity, that can be used for several observat ions) . Note 
that an observation or downl oad opportunity can be part of 
several modes for a given request. 

A request r is completed as soon as ail observation and 
download opportunities associated with one mode m E M.
are used for collecting and transmitting data for r. Figure l 
i l lustrates modes for a toy example involving two satell ites 
s1 and s 2 .  Satell ite s1 bas two observation opportunities (o 1 
and 02) and one download opportunity (d 1 ) .  Satellite s2 has 
three observation opportunities (o3 , o4 and o5 ) ,  two down
load opportunities (d2 and d3 ) and one past observation (p 1 ) .  
We cons ider two requests r1 and r 2  that have two modes 
each : 

This means that to satisfy request r 1 , it is possible ( 1 )  ei
ther to perform an observation within observation opportu
nity o 1 and download the associated data with in download 
opportunity d1 , (2) or to perform an observat ion with i n  op
portuni ty 04 and download the associated data within op
portunity d3 . Simi larly, to satisfy request r2 , ( 1 )  past ob
servation Pl must be downl oaded during opp011unity d2 , 

(2) an observation must be performed during opportunity o2 

and downloaded during opportunity d 1 , and (3) one of the
observation-download pairs (o3 , d2 ) ,  (o5 , d3 ) must be used. 
As mentioned in the introduction, the concept of mode al
lows to caver one-shot and periodic requests ,  monoscopic 
and stereoscopic observations, and more general ly any con
straint over the observation-download pattern . 

Last, a reward Wrn E JR+ is associated with each mode 
m E M,. .  Such a reward can caver any preferences on fea
tures like the weather conditions for the observations, the 
time at which the observation and download activities take 
place, the ground station to which data is downloaded, etc. 
Compared to many models used in the literature, attaching 
the rewards to modes and not to the basic observation and 
download activities is  more expressive, since the reward of a 
request might not be the sum of the rewards associated with 

Sched u l i n g  Horizon 

0 
d, 

s, 02 -
• r,
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Figure 1 :  Toy example involving 2 satellites, 2 requests , 5 
observation opportunities, 3 download oppOI1unities, and 1 
past observation 

its basic activities. One typical example i s  g iven by periodic 
observations that should be separated by a temporal d istance 
that is neither to low nor to high . 

A potential drawback of the approach is however that the 
number of possible modes for a given request rnight be qui te 
large . For this, we can consider only the most relevant com
binat ions of observation-download pairs for each request, 
and new modes might be generated on-the-fly if needed. 

2.6 Maneuver model 

Each sate l l i te s performs a sequence of observation and 
download activities. The temporal distance between succes
s ive activities must be consistent with the transition time re
quired by s to maneuver between the successive target point
i ngs . To model this point, let us denote by As the set of ac
tivity opportunities available for satellite s (As = C\ U 'D8 ) .

Then , for each pair of activities ( a, b) E A; , we define a 
minimum transition duration Ta .b  E R+ that represents the 
minimum maneuver ti me from the sate l lite attitude required 
for performing a to the satel l ite att itude required for per
forming b. 

The previous definition can be extended to the case where 
a is equal to a fictitious activity o:8 placed at the beginning of 
the plan of s, and to the case where b is equal to a fictitious 
activ ity f3s placed at the end of the plan of s.

2. 7 Memory resource model 

At any time, the total mass memory used by a satellite must 
not exceed a l imit capacity MemCap

8 
E N. More formal ly, 

for each satel l i te s and each time t over the scheduling hmi
zon, the total memory used by the observations that have 
been fully performed before t but not fully downloaded yet 
at t must not exceed MemCap8 • For the system considered, 
this  capacity is  not the main bottleneck of the problem. 

2.8 Solution plan 

A solution plan a is defined by : 

• a subset R(a) Ç R of requests that are selected in a ;

• for  each request r E R(  a ) ,  a mode mr ( a )  chosen for  r i n
a ;

• for each satellite s E S, a sequence of opportunities used
IIs (a) = [o:s , Il s , l , . . .  , IIs ,k , f3s ] , where each opportu
nity IIs , i  belongs to As , and where the set of activ ities

 



involved in sequences Ils ( (7) is consistent with the set of 
opportunities covered by the modes selected for the re
quests in R((7). 
From this, the earliest start time of the first activity a =

IIs,l of a given satellite s is given by earliest 0_ ( (7) = Start a , 
and the earliest start time of an activity a = IIs ,i that follows 
an activity b = IIs,i-l is recursively computed by: 
earliest a (Œ) = max(Start a, earliest b((7) + durb((7) + T&,a) 
where durb( (7) stands for the duration of activity b (either 
the observation duration, when b corresponds to an obser
vation opportunity, or the sum of the download duration for 
data downloaded within b, when b corresponds to a down
load opportunity). 

A plan is said to be feasible if and only if, for each satel
lite, 
• data observation precedes data download for every

observation-download pair ( o, d) covered by a mode used;
• the mass memory capacity constraint is satisfied;
• each activity a can be finished within its allocated time

window ( earliest a ( Œ) + dur a ( (7) :S End a).
A feasible plan Œ is said to be optimal if it maximizes

the reward w ( (7) defined as the sum of the rewards provided 
by the selected request modes (w((7) = �rER(rr) 

Wm ,-(rr))
The problem obtained is referred to as an EOSCPM problem 
(EOS Constellation Planning with Modes). 

3 MILPmodel 

In this section, we provide a MILP mode! that can be used 
to find optimal solutions to small EOSCPM instances. 

Additional notations To make the modeling easier, we in
troduce a few additional notations: 
• 0 = UsES Os denotes the set of observation opportuni-

ties;

• D = UsES Ds denotes the set of download opportunities;

• A = UsES As denotes the set of activity opportunities;

• P = Us ES Ps denotes the set of past observations;

• M = U,-En Mr denotes the set of request modes;
• for each activity opportunity a E As for a satellite s, we

denote by At (resp. A;;-) the set of activity opportunities
that can be performed just after (resp. just before) a in se
quence Ils . Formally, At = {b E A.!Start a + Ta ,b '.S
End1,} and A;;- = {b E AslStart b + T&,a '.S Enda };
on the example provided in Figure 1, if we suppose that
the transition time between activities is null, A;;. =

{ d2, 00, d3} and A;;-. = { 03, d2, 05};

• for each mode m, Om and Dm denote the sets of obser
vation and download opportunities involved in mode m
respectively. Formally, Om = {o E Ol:l(o,d) E m} and
Dm= {d E Dj:l(o,d) E m};

• for a modem E M and a satellites ES, ms is the set of
observation-download pairs (o, d) in m that are associated
with satellites. Formally, ms = {(o,d) E mlo E 05 U
Ps ,d ED., }.

Variables. We introduce the following variables: 

• V r  E R, Vm E Mr , Ym E {O, 1} specifies whether mode
m is selected for performing request r;

• Va E A:

- Za E {O, 1} takes value 1 if and only if activity oppor
tunity a is used;

- ta E [ Start 0 , End a] represents the start time of the
activity pe1formed during opportunity a;

- dura E [O, Enda - Starta ] represents the duration of 
the activity performed within opportunity a;

• Vs ES, Va E As U {a8}, Vb E At U {/3s}, xa ,b E {O, 1}
indicates whether b is the successor of a in the sequence
of activity opportunities used for s.

MlLP model The MILP model is given in Equations 
to 15. The objective fonction (Eq. 1) consists in maximiz
ing the global reward provided by the selected modes. Con
straint 2 imposes that at most one mode can be selected for 
each request. Constraint 3 imposes that each activity must 
be finished before the end of its associated time window. 
The duration of an observation is equal to the duration given 
in the input data (Eq. 4). The download duration within a 
download opportunity d corresponds to the sum of down
load durations for observation opportunities and past ob
servations that are associated with d in the selected modes 
(Eq. 5). Note that contrarily to observation activities, the 
duration of the download activities is not fixed beforehand. 
Constraints 6-7 enforce the consistency between the pres
ence of activities in the plan (za variables) and the sequences 
of activities used for each satellite (xa,b variables). Con
straints 8-9 impose that the initial and final activities for 
each satellite s are a8 and /Js. Constraint 10 expresses that 
an observation opportunity is present if and only one mode 
containing it is selected. Constraints 11-12 ensure the con
sistency between the presence of download opportunities 
in the plan (za variables) and the selection of modes (Ym 
variables): if a mode is selected, then every download op
pmtunity of this mode is present, and a download oppor
tunity is present in the plan only if at least one mode con
taining it is selected. Constraint 13 expresses that the start 
and end dates of two successive activities must be consis
tent with the minimum maneuver times (big-M formulation 
using constant r a ,b = Enda + Ta ,b - Startb to ensure that 
the constraint is inactive when Xa ,b takes values 0). Con
straint 14 imposes that observation must precede data down
load (big-M formulation using constants r a,b again to ensure 
that the constraint is inactive when Ym takes values 0). Con
straint 15 models the memory capacity limitation for each 
satellite: for each download opportunity d, the memory re
quired to store ail observations possibly pe1formed but pos
sibly not downloaded yet must not exceed the mass mem
ory capacity. Checking the memory capacity between two 
successive download slots is useless since the memory con
sumption peeks are necessarily located at the beginning or 
during download windows. Note that this constraint is con
servative as it uses dates of visibility windows of activities 
instead of start and end dates decided in the plan. 
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4 Iterative insertion and repair 

The MILP mode! defined in the previous sect ion can be used 
as a reference approach on i nstances containing a few re
quests . For real istic instances however, there !s a nee� for 
algorithms that can quickly deliver good-quahty solut10ns. 
This is why we introduce a fast iterative search procedure . 
The latter starts from an empty plan and tries to insert at each 
step one more request r into the plan, using the best candi
date mode left for r .  Requests are inserted until the so1ution 
becomes infeasible. In this case, the solution i s  repaired ei
ther by changing the ordering of activities over some satel 
lites, or by removing requests from the cu1Tent plan . Thi� re
pair procedure is app1 ied unti l the solution becomes feas1ble 
again . To choose a request to inse11 and remove at each step, 
the alg01ithm respectively uses an insertion heuristic and a 
repair heuristic. On top of that, a perturbation phase is i ntro
duced to try and find better solutions. The search scheme ob
tained can be seen as a Large Neighborhood Search (LNS) 
that alternates between constructive and destructive search 
phases . We provide below a more detai led description of 
each component of the algorithm. The approach directly 
searches for a plan in the form proposed in Section 2. 8 (no 
manipulation of the MILP variables defined before) .  

4.1  Request insertion procedure 

Algorithm 1 gives the basic procedure used to insert one re
quest r into a solution plan a using one mode from a set 
of al lowed modes µr Ç M, .. The algorithm first gets the 
best mode avai lable in µr based on function getBestMode
(line 2) . The latter returns a best mode according to features 
l i ke the mode reward or the cu1Tent load of each satel l i te 
(more details later on these points). The mode chosen for r 
i s  stored in a global variable refen-ed to as m,. (a) .

Algorithm 1 then inserts one by one ail activities cov
ered by mode m,, (a) . More precisely, for each observat1on
download pair ( o ,  d) covered by the mode, 
• function greedylnsert is used to insert o into the sequence

of opportunities used by the satellite associated with o;

this  function follows an insertion heuristic H"'8 (line 4)
that selects a position for o in sequence Ils so as to mini
rnize the sum of maneuver t imes for s ;

• i f  download opportunity d i s  already used in the plan, the
procedure simply updates the current duration of d in a
(l ine 5 ) ;  otherwise, download opportunity d is added to
the sequence of oppmtun ities used by satellite s, based on
function greedylnsert again ( l ine 8) .

Algorithm 1 Insert a request 
1 :  function INSERTREQUEST(u, r ,  µr , Hins )
2: mr (a)  f- getBestMode (r, µ, , u) 
3 :  for ail (o, d) E m,. (a )  do 
4 :  u f- greedylnsert(u, o ,  H'n " )
5 :  if d E u  then durd (u) f- durd (a)  + 80 
6 :  else 
7: durd (u) f- 80 

8 :  u f- greedylnsert(a ,  d ,  Hins )
9 :  return u 

4.2 Request removal procedure 

At some steps, the search strategy needs to remove requests 
from the current plan . This is done based on Algorithm 2. 
The l atter ensures that when a request r i s  removed, ai l ob
servation and download activ ities associated with the cur
rent mode m,, (a) of r are removed from the plan. For an 
observation-download pair ( o, d) in m,, (a ) , removing the 
download activity means first decreasing the duration asso
c iated with d, and then removing d if its durat ion becomes 
null (case in which no more download activity is us ing d). 
Function removeActivity simply removes an activity from 
the sequence of activities of a satell ite, without changing the 
ordering among the other activities. 

Algorithm 2 Remove a request 
1 :  function REMOVEREQUEST(a, r) 
2: for ail (o, d) E m,. (u) do 
3 :  a +- removeActivity (a, o )  
4 :  durd (a) f- durd (a) - 80 
5 :  if durd (a) = 0 then s f- removeActivity(a, d) 
6: return a 

 



4.3 Plan repair procedure 

As mentioned before , after inserting a given request r, the 
current solution plan CT might become infeasible. In this case ,
we i terat ively use two strategies to repair the solut ion fol
l owing the insertion of r (Algorithm 3). 

• The first one performs a local search on the sequences of
opportunities used by the satel l ites whose plan is infeasi
ble (line 4 ) .  This  strategy does not change the content of
the solution as no activity is  removed or i nserted.

• The second strategy removes one request from the p lan
following a repair heuristic denoted Hrep (lines 6-8) .

The algorithm returns the new solution plan CJ" and the set of 
requests removed from the plan to repair the inconsistency. 
With th is procedure, requests inserted into the plan at a given 
step can be removed for the sake of the requests that are not 
satisfied yet. 

Algorithm 3 Repair 

1 :  function REPAI R(a, r, Ff'"eP) 
2 :  E +--- 0 
3 :  while ,Jeasib le(CT) do

4 :  a +--- localSearch(cr, Hrep ) 
5 :  i f  ,Jeasible ( cr) then
6 :  r '  +--- selectRemoval(cr, r ,  H rep)
7 :  a +--- removeRequest (cr, r') 
8 :  E +--- E U {r' } 
9 :  return ( cr, E)

4.4 Iterative insertion and repair 

Algorithm 4 gives an iterative algorithm bui lt from the pre
vious basic components . The algorithm takes as an input a 
cmTent plan CJ" (possibly an empty plan), an i nsertion heuris
tic H in s , and a repair heuristic Hrep .  

Initial ly, there is a set of requests R(a)  that are already 
integrated i nto the plan, and ai l requests that are not in R( CJ") 
are put in the set  of requests C that are candidate for inser
tion . For every candidate request r in C, ail modes are avail
able initially (line 3) . 

Then , at each step, the algorithm selects one candidate 
request r in C and inserts this request into the plan, follow
ing insertion heuristic Hin s (line 5-6) . Request r is  removed 
from the set of candidate requests, and if the solution ob
tained is not feasible, it is repaired based on the Repair fonc
t ion presented before . The latter removes a set of requests 
E from the cuITent plan to restore consistency (line 9) . The 
current mode me ( CJ") of each request e E E is then removed 
from the set of modes avai l able for e, and if there is a mode 
left for e, the latter becomes a candidate for insert ion again .  
The algorithm can be stopped if a maximum CPU time is 
reached, and i t  terminales s ince at least one more mode is 
accepted or removed after each repair (and there is  a fin ite 
set of modes) .  

4.5 LNS algorithm 

Finally, Algorithm 5 corresponds to the high- level algori thm 
that we use for EOS constel lation plann ing with modes. This 

Algorithm 4 IterativelnsertRepair with Hins = insertion 
heuristic and H 1 ·ep = repair heuristic 

] : function ITERATIVE[NS ERTREPA IR (cr, H i n s , !-l'"ep)
2 :  C +--- R\R(cr) 
3 :  for ai l  r E C do /h +--- Mr 

4 :  while C /= 0 do

5 : r +--- setectlnsertion(cr, C, H in s ) 
6 :  s +--- insertRequest (cr, r ,  H ins ) 
7 :  C +--- C \ {r} 
8 :  if  -, f easible (cr) then
9: (cr, E) f--- Repair (cr, r, Hrep )

1 0: for all e E [, do
1 1  : µ,. (c--- µ,. \ { me (cr) }
1 2 : if µ,. /= 0 then C +--- C U { e} 
1 3 :  return cr 

algorithm is a kind of Large Neighborhood Search (LNS), 
that al ternates between constructive and destructive phases. 

More preci sely, the algorithm starts from an empty 
plan and quickly builds a firs t solution by us ing the 
ItemtivelnsertionRepair procedure seen before together 
with a simple insertion heuristics H�ns that systemat ical ly
selects a request whose best mode has the highest reward, 
and a simple repair heuristic H�ep that systematically re
moves the l ast request inserted to repair the plan (line 2) . 

After that, while there is some CPU time left, the algo
rithm tries to apply the i terative insertion and repair pro
cedure again, based on inse11ion and repair heurist ics Hins

and Hrep that are typical ly less greedy than H�n s and H�ep 
( line 6). In our experiments, Hins i s  the lowest satellite load 
heuristic detailed in Section 4.6 and Hrep is the highest 
conjf.ict- index heuristic detailed in Section 4.7 .  

If the new solution a obtained i s  strictly better that the 
best solution found s ince the last destructive phase, the 
number of iterations without improvement (it) is reset to 
0 (line 8) and the best solution found is  updated if  needed 
(l ine 9) . Otherwise, the number of iterations without im
provement is updated and if it is greater than parameter 
maxStablelt given as an input, function Perturb is called 
to randomly remove some requests from current solution a 
(line 1 3) .  This allows to diversify sea.rch . Finally, the best 
solution found along ai l iterations is  returned. 

4.6 Insertion heuristics 

Insertion heuristic Hins mentioned before is used to select a 
candidate request at each step. We consider two vers ions of 
this heuristic. 

• Highest reward heuristic : th is  heuristic chooses a request
r whose best allowed mode m offers the highest reward
Wm - This criteria does not depend on the cu1Tent state of
the solution.

• Lowest satellite load heuristic : this heuristic takes into ac
count the Joad of the satell ites during the time windows
associated with the candidate modes of each candidate re
quest. The main idea is  that a low satellite load increases
the chance to get a feasible solution after i nse1tion and de
creases the chance to get confl icts with modes i nserted in

 



Algorithm S Large Neighborhood Search 
1 :  fonction LN S(Hr" , H�·ep , Hi n s , H re v ,  maxStablelt ,

H pertu , ·b , MaxTime)
2 :  O" f- llerat:ive lnsertRepair (©, Ht'" , H;ep )  
3 :  (T *  f- (7 
4: (wStabl e , it ) f- (w (CT) ,  0)
5 :  while cpu Time( )  < MaxTime do 
6 :  cr f- IterativelnsertRepair( O", Hin • ,  H'"eP) 
7 :  if w(O") > wst<ib le then 
8: (w Stabl e , i t ) f- (w(r7) ,  0) 
9 :  if w( cr) > w (  cr• ) then cr* f- O" 

1 0 : else 
1 1  : it t- it + 1
1 2 :  if it > MaxStablelt then 
1 3 : CT t- Perturb (CT, Hperturb )
1 4: (w S i abl e , it ) f- (w(r7) , 0) 
1 5 :  return O"• 

the future. Basically, the average Joad of satel l i te s at t ime 
t in solution cr is defined by : 

'°' 
dur·a (Cl) 

Loads (t , Cl) = L- Enda - Starta ] (Starta ,Enda l ( t )
aEA,  (a) 

In other words ,  over its al lowed time window, each activ
ity a consumes a resource ratio that depends on the dura
tion of a in a. Without going into further implementation 
details, the satel lite Joad heuristic selects at each step a 
request r* and a mode m * so as to minimize the height 
of the maximum peek that is obtained in the satel l i te Joad 
profiles after inserting the mode. This criteria depends on 
the content of the cuITent solution plan O" .  

4 .  7 Repair heuristics 

Repair heuristic Hr ep is used to choose a mode to remove 
when the current solution becomes infeasible. We consider 
three versions of this heuristic. 

• Highest tardiness heuristic : when the solution becomes
infeasible due to temporal constraints, i t  is possible to de
fine, for each activity a of the pl an,  a tardiness measure

Ta
(a) = max(0 , earliesta

(a) + dura
(a ) - Enda

) 

This tardiness quantifies by how much activ ity a is late 
with regards to the end time of its allowed time window. 
Then , the tardiness of a mode m used i n  the plan can be 
defined as: 

The highest tardiness heuristic removes a request whose 
mode rn,.

(a) in the current solution has the highest tardi
ness .  

• Lowest reward heuristic: among the requests whose mode
is involved in the infeasibili ty explanation (Tm

(a) > 0),
this hemistic removes a request r whose mode mr

(u) has
the lowest reward.

• Highest conj(.ict- index heuristic : instead of measuring the
precise tardiness associated with a mode, it is possible to
count the number of times each mode occurs in an in
feasible part of the solution. To do this, for each act ivity
a =  Ils , i of the plan such that Ta (a ) > 0, the conflict-set
explaining the tardiness of a can be defined as the short
est subsequence expa

(u) = [Ils ,i- k ,  . . . , Ils , i ] such that
earliestn. i - k  (Cl) = Startn. i - k .  From this, the conflict
index of an' activity a in solution a is defined as the num
ber of times it belongs to a conflict-set :

Cla (u) = card {b E A(a) ! a E expb (a ) }  

where A( a ) stands for the set of activ i ty opportunities in
cluded in u .  Then, the conflict- index of each mode used 
in the plan is  defined by: 

The highest conflict-index heuristic removes a request 
whose mode has the highest conflict-index . 

5 Experiments 

5. 1 Instances description

The instances generated correspond to constel lations com
posed of 16 and 32 satellites. The scheduling horizon covers 
48 hours, the last 24 hours being dedicated only to down
Ioad opportunities. Areas of interest for the requests are ail 
located in Europe and paititioned into 4 types : ( 1 ) monotonie
requests requiring a single observation ; (2) stereoscopic re
quests requiring two observat ions performed using two dif
ferent painting angle ranges ;  (3) systematic requests requir
ing the scheduling of ai l possible observations of the target ; 
( 4) periodic requests requüing the scheduling of one obser
vation within each period (4 periods are considered in the 
instances) . We make the number of requests vary from 20 
to 500. Each instance is named Rl -R2-R3-R4 where Ri rep
resents the number of requests of type i as described pre
viously. The number of modes and the s ize of the modes 
directly depend on the type of the associated request. In or
der to l imit the number of modes for each request, we only 
consider the 10 best modes for each request. Moreover, we 
only consider one download opportunity for each observa
tion. For each request, we randomly generate two bounds a 
and b in [D , 1 ] , and a random reward in [a , b] is assigned to 
each mode of th i s  request. 

5.2 Results analysis 

We have implemented the LNS approach in Python 3 .6 .9  
and encoded the MILP approach in CPLEX 20. 1 .  Both 
approaches have been run on 20-core Intel (R) Xeon(R) 
CPU ES-2660 v3 @ 2 .60GHz, 62GB RAM. For the LNS 
approach, we respectively use the Lowest satellite load
heuristic and the Highest conflict- index heuristic as inser
tion and repair heuristics (Hins and Hrep ) _ Hperturb con-
sists in removing 5% of the modes. We arbitrarily choose 
MaxStablelt = 1 and the maximum time for the LNS algo
rithm is set to MaxTime = 5 minutes . Maximum time for 
the MILP approach is set to l O  minutes .  

 



Instance IIRo LNS MILP 

16 satellites 

40-0-0-0 30.97 (40) 30.97 (40) 30.97 (40) 

0-40-0-0 30.4 1 (40) 30.4 1 (40) 30.43 (40) 

0-0-40-0 8 .24 ( 1 5 ) 9 .62 ( 1 6) 0 (0) 
0-0-0-40 25 . 1 5 (32) 29.7 1 (40) 30.5 (40) 

1 0- 1 0- 1 0- 1  0 22 .24 (30) 25.32 (35) 6.7 1 (9) 

1 00-0-0-0 75.76 ( 1 00) 75 .76 ( ] 00) 75.76 (100) 

0- 1 00-0-0 74. 1 1 ( 1 00) 74. 1 1 ( 1 00) 74.26 (100) 

0-0-0- 1 00 49 .96 (65) 69.64 ( 1 00) 0 (0) 
50-50-0-0 74.79 ( 1 00) 74.79 ( 1 00) 75.20 ( 100) 

25-25-25-25 55 .79 (73) 60.87 (84) 3 .20 (5) 

200-0-0-0 1 50 .74 (200) 1 50.74 (200) 0 (0) 
0-200-0-0 1 46 .07 (200) 1 46.07 (200) 1 42.2 1 ( 1 92)
0-0-200-0 8.68 ( 1 1 ) 1 2 .9 (20) 0 (0) 
0-0-0-200 72.37 (92) 92.92 ( 1 3 1 ) 0 (0) 

1 00- 1 00-0-0 148 .49 (200) 1 48 .49 (200) 1 42.30 ( 1 9 1 ) 
50-50-50-50 99.69 ( 1 33) 1 1 1 . 8 ( 1 57) 0 (0) 

250-250-0-0 336 .35 (452) 349.29 (48 1 ) 0 (0) 
1 25- 1 25- 1 25- 1 25 209 .4 1  (280) 225 .75 (308) -

32 satellites 

250-250-0-0 37 1 .45 (500) 37 1 .45 (500) 0 (0) 
1 25 - 1 25- 1 25- 1 25 239.  1 6  (320) 254.95 (348) 0 (0) 

Table 1 :  Global reward obtained for each approach along 
with the number of satisfied requests in parentheses. 

Representative results are presented in Table 1 . The reward 
value of the first solution obtained by IterativelnsertRepair
(l ine 2 in Algorithm 5) is g iven in the column named IIR0 . 

A bold font is  used for optimal solutions (MILP approach) . 
Results show that the MILP approach is effective on smal l 

instances but does not scale up. lndeed, for most instances 
involving more than 200 requests, the approach returns an 
empty plan or does even finish pre-processing. ln compari
son, LNS produces results for ai l generated instances, what
ever the types of the requests considered. The global reward 
varies with respect to the types of requests i n  the instance 
since satisfying requests having small modes (monoton ie 
and stereoscopic requests ) is eas ier than satisfying requests 
having large modes (systematic or periodic requests) . For 
instance, the LNS approach satisfies ai l the requests for in
stance 250-250-0-0 but not for instance 125- /25- / 25- 125.

Moreover, the global reward increases with the number of 
observation opportunit ies (more satel l i tes) or with the num
ber of non-systematic requests . Solutions returned by the 
LNS approach are quite close from the opt imal solutions for 
smal l instances and have a better global reward for i nstances 
with 200 requests or more . Note that the global reward ob
tained by the first  iterative insert repair (IIRo ) is improved 
during LNS. As i l lustrated in Figure 2a, most requests that 
are satisfied are fulfil led through one of their best modes but 
some requests are fulfil led through their 30th best mode. Re
quests that are not fulfil led with their best mode have their 
associated reward decreased. As i l lustrated in Figure 2b, the 
reward Joss is smaller than 40% w. 1: t. the best mode . 

Figure 3 i l lustrates the scheduling of 500 requests for a 
constel lation of 1 6  satel l ites .  The observation ,  download and 
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Figure 3: Solution for a 500 requests instance and a 1 6  satel 
l ites constellation. 

maneuver activities are represented by rectangles that are re
spectively blue, green and red .  The horizontal b lue and green 
l ines correspond respectively to the observations and down
loads opportunity windows.  Note that the sparse structure of 
the plan cornes the fact that requests are focused on Europe. 

6 Conclusion and future works 

Thi s paper presented a mode-based approach for managing 
complex requests for a constel lation of satel l ites, together 
with two algorithmic approaches (MILP and LNS) . Exper
iments pe,formed on generated instances show that LNS 
scales wel l ,  which is promising with respect to large cata
logs of requests expected for future satellite constel lations .  

A first perspective of this work is to improve the LNS 
approach .  To do so, it would be possib le to limit the num
ber of modes and allow on-the-fly creation of new modes 
for a g iven request when current modes for this request 
cannot be inserted. Parallel ization techniques could also be 
used by splitting the scheduling horizon in order to obtain 
smal ler independent problems . A second perspective con
s ists in making the problem more real ist ic by cons idering 
time-dependent maneuver duration models or by using re
ward models that take into account weather forecasts del iv
ery time for the observation , requests priori ty, etc .  ' 
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